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Introduction
MicroGrants Works!
Across the Twin Cities MicroGrants‘ recipients are hard at work improving their lives and the
lives of others. This report presents what we hope is a complete picture of the MicroGrants‘
program: How does MicroGrants function? Who does it serve? Where does it work? What are
the outcomes? Why does it matter?
Each summer MicroGrants hosts undergraduate student interns to evaluate the effectiveness
of the organization. In 2011, under the management of Ron Lattin, the organization‘s
evaluation coordinator, three students from Macalester College and two from Yale University
interviewed past grant recipients to better understand and improve the MicroGrants‘
program. The findings are presented here.
Many people helped along the way. A special thanks to Tony Bouza, Jim Howard, Whitney
MacMillan, Terry McGann, George Pillsbury, Mark Ritchie, Fred Senn and Professor Emil
Slowinsky. Thank you also to the knowledgeable staff members from MicroGrants‘ 13 partner
non-profits who were very helpful during the summer process.
We are convinced of MicroGrant‘s success and hope you will be too.

-Alexia Diorio, Claire Eder, Luke Hawbaker,
Rosamond Mate, and Brynna Nelson
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MicroGrants’ Partner Nonprofits
African Development Center
Daily Work
Jeremiah Program
Metropolitan Economic Development Association
Midtown Global Market
Minneapolis Consortium of Community Developers
Neighborhood Development Center
People Responding in Social Ministry (PRISM)
Project for Pride in Living
Summit Academy OIC
Twin Cities RISE!
Wilder Foundation
WomenVenture
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Executive Summary
MicroGrant‘s team of college interns interviewed 100 of the 385 grant recipients from 2010. The
data collected draws on qualitative and quantitative measures from these interviews as well as
recipient surveys. Using this data, the efficacy of the MicroGrants‘ giving program was
examined and suggestions to improve MicroGrants‘ grant making were generated.
Since its inception in 2006, MicroGrants has provided 2,200 recipients grants totaling
$1,824,000. The cornerstone that allows this grant making to be successful is the
collaboration between MicroGrants, its nonprofit partners, and the recipients who are
working to break the cycle of poverty.
Although MicroGrants‘ recipients have been greatly affected by the recent economic
climate, positive trends were found for recipients in self-sufficiency, housing security,
quality of life, business success, educational attainment, reliable transportation, and
savings:
 76 percent of recipients feel more self-sufficient since receiving a grant.
 69 percent consider themselves secure with their housing in the long run.
 69 percent reported an improved quality of life.
 49 percent of business owners are making a profit or are on track to make a
profit in the next year.
 52 percent of grant-funded education was completed by grant recipients
and 39 percent are on track to complete their educational program.
 93 percent of automobile related grant recipients now have steady, longterm transportation.
 58 percent of recipients hold a savings account, and 29 percent have
accumulated savings since receiving the grant.
The findings of this evaluation project demonstrate the effectiveness of MicroGrants and
show that small grants do improve the likelihood of recipients achieving self-sufficiency.
The continued support of donors and community leaders are needed to allow MicroGrants‘
important work to continue.
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A Note from the Founder

Joe Selvaggio used his
extensive experience to
create MicroGrants to
help low-income people
move toward selfsufficiency and fulfill
their dreams.

After 40 years of serving the poor there is one truth that I
have come to believe – most debt is dumb. As demonstrated
by our recent recession, this country and especially our
poor, have too much debt. The concept for MicroGrants was
inspired by Muhammad Yunus and the rise of international
micro-lending. However, I wanted to teach people locally to
strive for savings, instead of borrowing, and equity, instead
of debt. That‘s why we give grants instead of loans. This
vision has been realized thanks to the support of our many
wonderful donors who have allowed us to impact our Twin
Cities community with one grant a day.
-Joe Selvaggio, Founder,
MicroGrants

Joe started out as a
Catholic priest and
served an inner-city
parish in Minneapolis.
He later founded
Project for Pride in
Living and served the
poor for 25 years and
after retiring created the
One Percent Club to
promote greater
philanthropy in the
Twin Cities.
Joe has had a
distinguished career
acting as a bridge
between the rich and
poor and used these
experiences to connect
donors with lowincome ―people of
potential‖ through
MicroGrants.
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Mission
To support low-income individuals of potential by providing $1,000 grants that allow
recipients to overcome obstacles to employment and seize opportunities to progress out
of poverty and toward self-sufficiency.

History
MicroGrants was founded by Joe Selvaggio in 2006 as a 501(c) (3) nonprofit organization
to serve low-income ―people of potential.‖ Joe was founder of Project for Pride in Living
(PPL), a Twin Cities non-profit serving low-income people, and the One Percent Club, an
organization promoting greater philanthropy among the wealthy. MicroGrants, merges
the ideas of PPL and the One Percent Club by connecting people of means with lowincome people with potential for success. Joe started with two $25,000 donations from
long-term supporters and in 2010, MicroGrants had revenue of more than $500,000 and
gave out 385 grants -- more than one a day. Since its inception, MicroGrants has raised
$1.8 million and given grants to more than 2,200 people.

Paige
Paige Bratch is a single mother who is working hard
to make her 3-year-old son proud. She used her
MicroGrant to help accelerate her studies in
Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement. She will
graduate with a BA in May 2013, a year ahead of
schedule. Paige hopes to work with victims of
human trafficking and provide all the love and
support her son needs to become successful himself.
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What the
Donors Say:
―I like investing in
ventures with
potential. And, it
saves me time to
let Joe do the due
diligence.‖
-Darrell
Thompson
CEO Bolder Option
& Former NFL
Player
―Joe has an
uncanny skill to
identify real need,
to create and build
programs that
address real
solutions.‖
-Jim Graves
Graves Hotel
―I love to give
people a ‗hand up!‘
When I do, there‘s
real psychic
income!‖
-Tom Lowe
Lyman Lumber

MicroGrants awards grants to individuals who have shown
a commitment to improving their lives but need an extra
boost to complete their education or training, start or
strengthen their business, or stabilize their transportation to
work.
The cornerstone of the MicroGrants model is its
relationships with local non-profit organizations, known as
―partner
agencies.
For every $1.00 that is
Potential grantees are
donated to MicroGrants,
nominated by a partner
92¢ goes directly to
agency with which they
grant recipients.
have an established
long-term, trusting relationship. This connection ensures
that recipients are receiving mentoring support, technical
tools and peer advice to help ensure long-term success. The
collaboration with partner agencies allows MicroGrants to
ensure its donors that worthy recipients are being selected
and have the support necessary to be successful.
MicroGrants‘ grant making program also serves as a tool
that partner agency can use to help their most worthy clients
in overcoming obstacles to self-sufficiency.

92

The average time between a partner
nominating an individual for a grant
and a check being written is 11 days.

11
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Keiona

1) Supporters donate to MicroGrants
2) MicroGrants partners with respected non-profits in
the Twin Cities
3) Partner nonprofits nominate their most worthy
clients - ―People of Potential‖ – for a MicroGrant
4) MicroGrants provides a $1,000 grant
5) Partner non-profits continue to mentor and support
recipients to help them make the most of their grant
and continue along a path to success.

Keiona Cook always
wanted to be a
fashion designer, but
being a single
mother and several
financial setbacks
made that dream
challenging. With
the help of Women
Venture, Keiona
opened her own
clothing store called
QeBella. She used
the support of
MicroGrants to buy
the equipment
necessary to run her
first fashion show.
Keiona expects that
she will soon be able
to support herself by
running QeBella fulltime.
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Education Level

40 years
is the average
age of a recipient.

of recipients
are single
parents, primary
household income
earners, or both

67%

of recipients make
under $30,000 a year

91 %

of recipients
are female

38 %

of recipients were on
public assistance in 2010

Ethnicity
Who
am I?

64 %

63 %

of recipients have children.
Of those 63 percent, 27
percent have 3 or more
children
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74% of recipients live
in Hennepin County and

17%

live in Ramsey

county.

Minneapolis & St. Paul

55% of
recipients live in
Minneapolis.

15% live in
Saint Paul.

30% live in
Twin Cities‘
suburbs.

Twin Cities
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Types of Grants:
Poverty doesn‘t affect only one aspect of a person‘s life, so MicroGrants doesn‘t limit the ways
it can help. Grants are given for many different reasons, but usually fit into one of three
categories.

84%

Transportation:

of recipients have
Transportation is one of the largest obstacles to
reliable
transportation
employment. Many professions require an automobile
since receiving a grant.
or, at the very least, a valid driver‘s license. Given
these obstacles, dozens of grants go towards helping recipients purchase an automobile, fund
repairs, or pay fines to reinstate licenses.

110

Business:

MicroGrants‘ partner agencies work with small businesses at every
stage of development. Therefore, grants are used to help buy
supplies for new businesses, provide advertising money for
growing ones, or step in with funds during times of crises. Small
businesses help to revitalize neighborhoods by providing key
services and employment opportunities for local residents.
MicroGrants
supported 110
small businesses
in 2010.

Education:
Education has never been as important to success as it
is today. From technical courses and vocational training
to GED classes and college degrees, MicroGrants
recognizes that education and training are critical to
helping people reach self-sufficiency.

91%
of education grant
recipients are on track to
or have already graduated.

Other:
Because the barriers to poverty are unique to every person, one of MicroGrant‘s key strengths
is the flexible in our giving program to respond to needs outside of our 3 traditional areas of
giving.
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Breakdown by Grant Type
Mark Ritchie

Further Breakdown:
Grants can be further broken down into two different
categories, Capital Assets and Skills Assets. The majority of
grants given out go toward capital assets, things that people
can see and touch—like computers, textbooks, and
construction tools. But in order to get a job, people also need
skills, so grants are also given out to help people gain the
skills and knowledge they need in order to be self-sufficient.

Secretary of State
―The importance of new small
businesses cannot be overstated –
as stated by the Kaufmann
Foundation of Entrepreneurship,
‗when it comes to job growth,
startups aren‘t everything –
they‘re the only thing.‘ Of these
new firms, microenterprises
account for over 90% of the new
business creation activity, making
them the single most important
source of net new employment
and much of the innovation in
our economy.‖
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Data was collected from 100 of the 385 recipients awarded grants in 2010. A fraction of
these recipients received additional grants in previous years; however, the data focuses
on the impact of the most recently awarded grant. Both cross-sectional and longitudinal
data from a survey were used, in addition to a recipient‘s application from 2010. Analysis
was done with quantitative and qualitative data to assemble a holistic vision of the
MicroGrants‘ impact.

The Basics
MicroGrants‘ recipients provided basic demographic information to show a sense of who they
are on the ―Portrait of Our Recipients‖(see page 13). The information below summarizes
where recipients are today.
Employment and Finances









19 individuals that were
unemployed in 2010 are
currently employed in 2011
77.8% of MicroGrants‘
recipients are currently
employed
58.7% of recipients say they
can support themselves
from their work income
60% of recipients say they
can pay their bills on time
Before applying, 74.4% of
recipients were struggling
over a long period of time,
rather than a sudden event
changing their
circumstances.

Household Size




59.3% of households have one adult
61% of households have one or more
children
69% of recipients are single parents,
primary household income earners, or
both

Public Assistance and
Health Care




28.1% of recipients are on public
assistance
68.1% of recipients have health insurance
78.4% of those with health insurance say
their insurance covers all of their health
needs
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Success: How do you define it?
Success is subjective. To encompass the diverse definitions of success MicroGrants sees in its
recipients, we asked them to envision their own success. Some people measure success purely
by financial means, but many more define it by intangible measures such as self-sufficiency,
happiness and the future of their children. MicroGrants is only as successful as our recipients
are, so it is important to understand what makes them
consider themselves successful and how we can
Income
support their efforts to achieve their vision.
 The average income increase
―Success is achieving a goal. Being able to
was $11,258.71
 33 recipients experienced
apply for a job you want, not a mediocre job
increase in personal income
out of necessity. My self-worth and selfbetween 2010 and 2011
esteem are through the roof right now.‖
 38.3% of recipients are expected
to personally earn $20,000 or
over in 2011. In 2010, 30.9% of
 61.9% declared that self-sufficiency and
recipients earned this much
empowerment was the most important
 57.1% of recipient households
indicator of success
are expected to earn $20,000 or
 77.2% say they are successful or on the
more in 2011. In 2010, 47.5% of
path to success
households earned this much
 56.2% of parents felt they could
provide better for their kids after the
grant
 84% of recipients stated that the
MicroGrant would help them to
achieve their future goals

What does success
mean to our
recipients?

―When opportunities are presented and I
show up, go for it, and attain it - that is
success.‖
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Breakdown by Grant Type
MicroGrants supports individuals in many different ways. In this evaluation, we examined the
organization‘s success across the different granting categories to identify which needs are best
addressed with a MicroGrant and to learn how the resource of the grant can best serve the
recipients. Business grants were the most common type in 2010 closely followed by education
support and transportation.

Business



48.6% of business owners are making a profit or expect to in the next year
97.5% of business owners say that MicroGrants helped their business

Education


52.2% of grant-funded education was
completed by grant recipients and 39.1%
are on track to graduate

―My grant for education saved me
from the stress of another loan‖

Transportation



93.3% of automobile-related grant recipients are self-sufficient with their transportation,
-- they can travel where they need to and when they need to without relying on others
80% say their transportation is secure or sustainable in the long-run

―Especially today in these
economic times, MicroGrants is
a huge help – a little lift‖



Emergency
50% are able to pay their bills

―The MicroGrant let me buy equipment which cut my work in half‖
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Quality of Life
Many recipients are earning more money or feeling more successful, but has their quality of
life improved? Are they spending time with their families, living in safe and affordable
housing, and able to access reliable transportation? Perhaps most importantly, do they feel
self-sufficient?

―I am mostly thinking about
how to survive now. But I never
stop dreaming about the future‖

Housing


Family




68.6% feel secure with their
housing situation in the long run

―MicroGrants made me believe
that there is good out there‖

56.2% of recipients with
children say they are better
able to provide for their
children after receiving a
MicroGrant
16.2% of recipients say they
spend more time with their
family after receiving a
MicroGrant. 74.2% reported
that the time spent with their
family had not changed in the
past year

Self-Sufficiency
Transportation




76.1% of recipients drive a car as
their primary method of
transportation, and 17% take the
bus
83.9% of recipients report that their
transportation is reliable




75.8% feel more self-sufficient
after the grant
Although three people
returned to public assistance,
39.9% of public assistance
recipients in 2010 no longer
receive assistance (13 total)

68.8% of recipients reported improved quality of life since receiving a MicroGrant
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Return on Investment and Community Impact
Our grant recipients
are active
community leaders.
Our recipients
volunteer with…
American Indian
Family Center
North Mpls Tornado
Clean-up
Somalia Relief
Benefit Concert
St. Paul Intervention
National Night Out
The Basilica
Northside Arts
Collective
Midtown
Greenway Board
Jazz Men
Big Brothers Big
Sisters
Minneapolis Father
Project

The breadth of the grant impact is not limited to the lives of the
recipients. The community benefits from their contributions through
positive parenting, role modeling, tax contribution, job creation,
reduced public assistance, and savings. While some recipients have
struggled in the current economic climate, the overwhelming
majority have used their grants to sustain and improve their
livelihoods.





44.7% of recipients who
own businesses hire
employees
56.2% of parents felt they
could provide better for
their kids after the grant

―I serve my community by
being a good business woman‖

Children’s Hospital

―I needed the MicroGrant to help my
life. But now I am working hard and
doing okay and someone else who really
needs it can have the grant this year.‖
One of the pillars of MicroGrants is to build equity, not
debt. Savings serve as a safety net during times of
crisis.

24.6% of
recipients
give back to
their
community
more now
than before
receiving a
MicroGrant.
69.2% had no
change in
community
involvement
over the past
year.

―I never would have believed it
– but now I really am a leader in
the community.‖




57.6% have a savings account
28.6% accumulated savings
since receiving the grant
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Limitations
The biggest limitation for this evaluation was the accuracy of follow-up data. The
response rate for follow-up interviews was low, and the target population was difficult to
keep in contact with due to a high turnover of phone numbers and places of residence.
Although partner non-profits were able to help reach people, follow-up data from all
individuals who received a grant in 2010 was not collected.

Summary
The findings of this report are highly encouraging in many respects. MicroGrants‘
recipients overwhelmingly believe that the grant helped them become more selfsufficient now than they were a year ago. With this improved self esteem and selfsufficiency comes a myriad of other benefits including a healthier family life, more
community involvement and leadership, self-confidence and reduced public assistance.
People who received education grants have been responsible with their grant and are
dedicated to finishing their education. This will clearly help their future job prospects.
Transportation grants have proven to be sustainable in the long-term – the recipients are
able to maintain their transportation, allowing them to get to work and get their children
to school.
Although MicroGrants can demonstrate significant impact in many areas, the data also
reveal areas for improvement. Not enough recipients are saving, or are able to put aside
any savings. In order for them to be able to navigate the next crisis they need to be
saving. Not all businesses we support are turning a profit, and while it is expected that
businesses take a few years to become successful, MicroGrants and the partner agencies
need to require that recipients have a business plan. Also, grant dollars should not
simply delay the end of a failing business.
Situations remain hard these days, but still only half of those who received grants for
emergency situations have been able to pay their bills regularly since receiving a grant. In
these circumstances MicroGrants‘ long-term impact is limited.
MicroGrants needs to consider how to provide financial literacy training and coaching to
our recipients so that they can manage their business and personal finances more
effectively.
The final area where MicroGrants can look to improve is in the quality of life and
community involvement of our recipients. Recipients should be able to spend more time
with their families and children and feel more engaged with their communities.
In order to break the cycle of poverty MicroGrants‘ impact must be long lasting.
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Our Stories
Katie Heldt

MicroGrants, Transportation Grant

Katie Heldt works two full-time jobs as a massage therapist in
order to support her three year old daughter. She is a single
mother and the primary income earner for her family.
MicroGrants helped her purchase a car, which allowed her to
get to work, a commute that normally took two hours by bus.
Now Katie can also drive her daughter to and from daycare.
Katie defines success for herself as no longer living ―check to
check.‖ She hopes to have a new apartment in a nice area
where her daughter can grow up safely, and she wants steady
daycare. She would like to be able to take her daughter to
places in the Twin Cities, like the zoo, or take her on vacation.
Katie graduated from Everest Institute for Massage Therapy in
Eagan in May 2009. She graduated with honors (a 3.75 GPA)
and said this was "her best accomplishment." Katie loves her job and eventually hopes to own
her own massage business catering to the elderly so that they too can experience the healing
powers of massage.

Grace Davitt

PPL, Business Grant

Grace Davitt redefined urban gardening in her very own backyard in North Minneapolis. A
seemingly unlikely site for roosters, hens, and organic produce, Grace cultivated her
entrepreneurial spirit and passion for nutrition through her urban garden. With a strong
commitment to saving and finding a good home for her daughter, Grace purchased her own
home after taking residence at the Jeremiah Program. Her holistic approach to health and
wellness helped to channel her vibrant energy to her organic garden where she grows her own
fruits and vegetables and hatches eggs. The grant enabled Grace to purchase a new incubator,
protective fencing, and high quality soil. She sells her product to a local grocery store and
plans to expand her production capacity to meet the growing demand. Her garden not only
generates food for the community but is also an avenue for kids to become active in the
production process. Her innovative and sustainable approach to gardening has given Grace a
feeling of success. She plans to pursue a degree in nursing to coalesce her many passions.
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Shantae Holmes

MCCD, Business Grant

Inside ―All Washed Up Laundry‖ huge stainless steel washing
machines hum, people bustle throughout the room, and children
come up to the counter to take crayons and coloring paper. Shantae
Holmes, a North Minneapolis resident for over thirty years,
worked with Metropolitan Consortium of Community Developers
to start her own laundry business. She used her MicroGrant to
purchase security equipment for her store. Shantae‘s community
presence is astounding. She knows all of her customers by name
and offers free clothes for those who need it (especially after the
recent Tornado that struck North Minneapolis this spring). Shantae
has wanted to own her own business since she was a teenager, and
today she finally feels successful. Shantae survived breast-cancer,
is an ex-offender, and has her credit together. She has three
employees and is an inspiration to her community. ―A Northside native owning a business is a
success.‖

Keiona Cook

Women Venture, Business Grant

Keiona Cook has always had big dreams. Her desire to become a
fashion designer began when she was six years old. Keiona
started taking businesses classes at Women Venture so that she
could open her own clothing shop. Starting a business is
difficult and expensive, especially when you‘re a single mother
and struggling to make ends meet. Despite these barriers,
Keiona pursued her dream and started a small custom clothing
company called QeBella. When Keiona wanted to host a fashion
show, MicroGrants helped Keiona purchase the necessary
equipment to run and advertise the show. As a result, QeBella is
growing. Keiona expects that she will soon be able to run
QeBella full-time, without working a second job, and she is even
in the works of hosting a second fashion show. Grateful for her
success, Keiona also gives back to help others like herself.
QeBella sponsors sewing lessons for children so that they too can become fashion designers
when they grow up.
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Lakeisha Turpin

MicroGrants, Education Grant

Lakeisha Turpin had a rough childhood growing up in
Chicago. She was the second oldest in a large family and grew
up taking care of her brothers and sisters. Her father was
abusive, and her family was torn apart when her father tried to
kill her mother. He didn‘t succeed, but the family suffered for
it. Lakeisha was determined to attend college but her plans
were derailed when she discovered she was pregnant.
Lakeisha never gave up hope, and attended community
college, where she was able to get an education while caring
for her daughter. MicroGrants helped her pay her tuition fees
so that she was able to finish getting her Associate‘s Degree in
Business Administration. Lakeisha is currently enrolled to begin her BA in Counseling. She
plans to attend law school after she graduates. Lakeisha‘s daughter is also following her
mother‘s example and taking school seriously. She is currently testing at sixth grade levels as a
fourth grader. Lakeisha has always known that with enough determination and willpower,
she could overcome anything, and now she and her daughter are benefiting from her hard
work and the degree that MicroGrants helped her gain.

Abdirahim Fahin

ADC, Business Grant

Most new businesses can be expected to take a loss the first
few years – especially in the restaurant business.
Abdirahman Kahim is an exception, especially with ADC‘s
support behind him. Afro Deli has not been open long but its
lunchtime crowds are consistently large. Abdirahman, a
Somali immigrant, is already making a profit and has hired
four full-time staff members to help the place run smoothly.
Abdirahman used his MicroGrant to purchase professional
menus and get his computer cashier system programmed
and running before opening day. The grant was hugely
helpful he said, making the whole process seem manageable
in those final stages when stress was the highest.
Abdirahman works as many hours as the rest of his staff,
always checking up on things and making the rounds to
greet his regulars with a huge smile. It has paid off - his income has doubled this year and
he is able to provide for himself and his family with ease. His success has turned him into a
community leader and he has accepted the role proudly. He recently organized a huge
benefit concert to raise money for a Somali relief project. His next event will be a fundraising
exhibition soccer game with the local Mexican team playing his Somali team. For the future,
Abdirahman hopes to franchise and open a new café on the East Bank.
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Paige Bratsch

Jeremiah Program, Education Grant

Paige was confronted with many challenges at a young age.
Neither of her parents had finished high school, her parents
were divorced, and her father was an addict. When she
became pregnant at the age of seventeen her mom kicked her
out of the house and she had no choice but to move in with
her father. Her counselor at MCTC told her about a support
program for single mothers in school known as Jeremiah
Program. She jumped at the opportunity and has been a star
student and resident at Jeremiah ever since. Paige was
awarded a MicroGrant to help pay for tuition and books and
now with two summers of education on top of the regular
semesters she is a year ahead of her graduation plans. She will graduate in May of 2013 with a
degree in Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement. With her completed degree she wants to join
the police force and work on issues of human trafficking. Her motivation is to become a mom
her son can be proud of. ―I want him to see me and want to grow up to be like me‖ she told us.
Paige will be the first in her family to finish college and feels successful already for having
made it this far. Paige continues to dream big for her future and hopes to provide a better life
for her son, who is ―her world.‖

Troy Wilson

Exodus, Transportation Grant
Troy Wilson‘s friendly demeanor and well-spoken
life lessons have evolved from a long period of
struggling. Troy used to be a drug addict living on
the streets of downtown Minneapolis. However,
Troy managed to get himself into Exodus
transitional housing, where he spent his time buried
in books about theology and the bible. ―I lived in the
library back then,‖ Troy says. Troy used his
MicroGrant to fix his car and purchase textbooks,
which enabled him to start attending graduate
school at Bethel Seminary. Despite having to work
forty hours a week while attending school, Troy is
on track to graduate in 2012 and continues to work
hard to reach his goals. He hopes to eventually get a
PhD and become a professor and a minister.
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Appendix and Supplemental Material
MicroGrants Partner Agencies
African Development Center
1931 South 5th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55454

Neighborhood Development Center
663 University Avenue, Suite 200
Saint Paul, Minnesota

Daily Work
Christ Lutheran Church on Capitol Hill
105 University Avenue West
Saint Paul, MN 55103

PRISM
730 Florida Avenue South
Golden Valley, MN 55426

Jeremiah Program
932 Concordia Avenue
Saint Paul, MN 55104
Metropolitan Consortium of
Community Developers
3137 Chicago Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55407
Metropolitan Economic
Development Association
250 Second Avenue South, Suite 106
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401
Midtown Global Market
920 East Lake Street
Minneapolis, MN 55407

Project for Pride in Living
1035 East Franklin Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55404
Summit Academy OIC
935 Olson Memorial Highway
Minneapolis, MN 55405
Twin Cities Rise!
800 Washington Avenue North, Suite 203
Minneapolis, MN 55401
Wilder Foundation
451 Lexington Parkway North
Saint Paul, MN 55104
WomenVenture
2324 University Avenue West, Suite 120
Saint Paul, MN 55114
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2011 Evaluation Project Recipient Survey
General Information
Name

Partner Agency

First

M

Last

Home Address
Street

City

Current Phone Number

(

)

State

Zip

Current Email Address

-

Income and Household Information
How many people live in your household?
Is there anyone else working in your household?
☐Yes ☐No
Can you support yourself from your work income?
☐Yes ☐No
Are you on public assistance?
☐Yes ☐No
Do you have health insurance?
☐Yes ☐No
Expected Personal Income in 2011:

If so, how many?

Expected Household Income in 2011

Household Income Last Year:

If not, what support do you need?
Are you able to pay all your bills on time?
☐Yes ☐No
If so, does your insurance cover all of your needs?
☐Yes
☐No
Personal Income in 2010:

Transportation
How do you get to work?

Is this transportation reliable?
☐Yes ☐No
If you have a car, what is the condition of your car?

Personal Information (Please Circle One Answer)
How would you say your overall quality of life is now compared to before you received a MicroGrant?
Much Better

Somewhat Better

What is your current housing situation?
House
Subsidized housing

Same

Worse

Apartment

Other

Subsidized

Other

How do you pay for housing?
Rent

Mortgage

How secure is your housing (are you able to stay in your housing in the long run)?
Very Secure
Secure
Somewhat Secure

Not Secure

If you have children, do you feel that you are better able to provide for them now than before the MicroGrant?
Definitely

Somewhat

Neutral

Not at All

Has any specific education or courses you have received helped you in your business or career?
Definitely

Somewhat

Neutral

Not at All

If yes, please list the education (where, what, and when) that has helped you:
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2010 Interviews Questions
* Bolded questions were asked of every recipient interviewed. Other questions are designed to
facilitate conversation and were discretionary.
GRANT PROCESS
1. So tell me about how you got involved with MicroGrants
a. What partner org did you work with?
2. What was your experience like with the partner organization? Like/dislike
Very helpful
Somewhat helpful
Not helpful
a. How important was the support of this org?
3. How many grants have you received? When and why did you receive them?
4. Do you feel more self sufficient now than when you applied for the grant?
5. Based on your experience, what do you think is the most important aspect of the
MicroGrants program?
6. Is there anything about the grant process you would have liked to see changed?
CURRENT SITUATION/GOALS
7. Where are you working right now? Do you like your job?
a. What would you change about your employment if you are dissatisfied?
8. What job did you have previously?
9. What are your next steps in the coming months? For your business, personal life, etc.
10. What is next year’s goal? How will you get this?
a. Will the MicroGrant you already received help you to achieve this?
Substantially
Somewhat
Not at all
LIFE BEFORE MICROGRANTS
11. Where did you grow up? When did you move here?
12. What was your life like in the immediate time (1-2 years) before getting the
MicroGrant?
13. What circumstances introduced you to MicroGrants, pick either:
a. If your financial troubles have been long-term,
- Was this a conscious, spur-of-the-moment change or has it been an
ongoing/long-term goal of yours?
b. If you were doing well, but fell on hard times, what happened?
SUCCESS
14. How do you define success? What are the most important indicators of success for
you? (Family? Rent? Finishing school?...)
15. What has improved your quality of life? (or what else would improve it?)
16. What do you hope for your children for their own success/future?
17. Do you have a savings account?
a. Have you accumulated any savings since receiving the grant?
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Grant Specific Questions: (Ask only questions relevant to grant type received)
Business:
18. How is your business doing?
a. Has MicroGrants helped your business?
Substantially
Somewhat
Not at all
b. How many employees do you have?
Education:
19. Have you finished your studies/ education track?
a. What are you doing with your education? Or what do you hope to do with your
education?
Transportation:
20. Are you still self sufficient for your transportation?
a. How has this helped? What has this enabled you to achieve?
Emergency:
21. Are you currently able to pay all your bills?
a. What have you done during other hard months?
OUTSIDE OF WORK
22. What do you do in your free/leisure time?
23. How much time do you get to spend with your family?
Much more Some more
Same
Slightly Less
Much Less
24. In what ways are you engaged with your community?
25. How has your relationship or involvement with your community changed since
receiving this grant?
a. Do you give back to your community? (compared to pre-microgrant)
Much more Some more
Same
Slightly Less
Much Less
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The Data
General Statistics
Recipients currently employed
Households with one adult
Households with two adults
Households with three or more adults
Households with no children
Households with one child
Households with two children
Households with three children
Households with four children
Households with five children
Households with six or more children
Single parent household
Primary income earner ("bread winner")
Both single parent and primary income earner
Neither single parent nor primary income earner
Recipients who can support themselves from their work
income
Recipients on public assistance
Recipients who can pay bills on time
Recipients who have health insurance
Of those with health insurance who can cover all their
health needs

77.80%
59.30%
31.40%
9.30%
39%
28%
15.90%
9.80%
3.70%
2.40%
1.20%
7.10%
23.80%
38.10%
31%
58.70%
28.10%
60%
68.10%
78.40%

Income
Expected Personal Income in 2011
Less than $2,000 per year
$2,000- 4,999
$5,000 - 7,499
$7,500 - 9,999
$10,000 - 14,999
$15,000 - 19,999
$20,000 - 30,000
More than $30,000 per year

19.40%
4.50%
4.50%
7.50%
13.40%
11.90%
17.90%
20.90%
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Personal Income in 2010
Less than $2,000 per year
$2,000- 4,999
$5,000 - 7,499
$7,500 - 9,999
$10,000 - 14,999
$15,000 - 19,999
$20,000 - 30,000
More than $30,000 per year

17.60%
2.90%
7.40%
5.90%
19.10%
16.20%
16.20%
14.70%

Expected Household Income in 2011
Less than $2,000 per year
$2,000- 4,999
$5,000 - 7,499
$7,500 - 9,999
$10,000 - 14,999
$15,000 - 19,999
$20,000 - 29,999
$30,000 - 39,999
$40,000 - 49,999
More than $50,000 per year

8.9%
1.8%
5.4%
7.1%
7.1%
12.5%
23.2%
17.9%
7.1%
8.9%

Household Income in 2010
Less than $2,000 per year
$2,000- 4,999
$5,000 - 7,499
$7,500 - 9,999
$10,000 - 14,999
$15,000 - 19,999
$20,000 - 29,999
$30,000 - 39,999
$40,000 - 49,999
More than $50,000 per year

6.8%
3.4%
3.4%
8.5%
15.3%
15.3%
22.0%
11.9%
5.1%
8.5%
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Primary Method of Transportation
Car
Bus
Bike
Walk
Carpool

76.1%
17.0%
2.3%
2.3%
2.3%

Transportation is reliable

83.9%

If owns a car, the condition is:
non-working
Needs some repair, but still running
Just okay
Good
New

8.5%
21.1%
26.8%
40.8%
2.8%

Survey Data
1. How would you say your overall quality of life is now
compared to before you received the MicroGrant?
Much Better
Somewhat Better
Same
Worse

26.9%
41.9%
25.8%
5.4%

2. What is your current housing situation?
House
Subsidized Housing
Apartment
Other

34.8%
17.4%
34.8%
13.0%

3. How do you pay for housing?
Rent
Mortgage
Subsidized
Other

61.5%
24.2%
9.9%
4.4%
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4. How secure is your housing (are you able to stay in
your housing in the long-run)?
Very secure
Secure
Somewhat secure
Not secure

30.2%
38.4%
20.9%
10.5%

5. If you have children, do you feel that you are better
able to provide for them now than before the
MicroGrant?
Definitely
Somewhat
Neutral
Not at all

35.9%
20.3%
31.3%
12.5%

6. Has any specific education or courses you have
received helped you in your business or career?
Definitely
Somewhat
Neutral
Not at All

51.9%
14.8%
22.2%
11.1%

Interview Questions
Before applying the recipient was struggling in some way
over a long period of time (long standing need)
Before applying the recipient was hit with a sudden
emergency that created their need

74.4%
25.6%

What was your experience like with the partner agency?
Very Helpful
Somewhat Helpful
Not Helpful

70.2%
25.0%
4.8%

How many grants have you received?
One grant
Two grants
Three grants
Four or more

88.8%
10.1%
1.1%
0.0%
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Do you feel more self-sufficient now than when you
applied for the MicroGrant?
Yes
No
Based on your experience, what is the most important
aspect of MicroGrants?
Ease of application
Confidence boost
Trust extended
Speed of response
Accountability (made them follow through or think
through a plan)
Equality of access
Other

What Success Means to Our Recipients
Financial
Business Success
Self-Sufficiency/Empowerment
Leadership
Philanthropy/Community
Family/Children
Education
Happiness
Other
Are you successful now?
Yes
No
Almost/Nearly
Do you have a savings account?
Yes
No

75.8%
24.2%

21.3%
16.3%
17.5%
12.5%
7.5%
43.8%
35.0%

46.4%
27.4%
61.9%
2.4%
15.5%
31.0%
6.0%
15.5%
6.0%
30.4%
22.8%
46.8%

57.6%
42.4%
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Have you accumulated any savings since receiving the
MicroGrant?
Yes
No

28.6%
71.4%

Is your business making a profit?
Yes
No
Soon (expected within the next financial year)

34.3%
51.4%
14.3%

Has MicroGrants helped your business?
Substantially
Somewhat
Not at all

51.3%
46.2%
2.6%

How many employees do you have? (count both full and
part-time positions as a whole position)
Zero
One
Two
Three
Four

55.2%
24.1%
10.3%
6.9%
3.4%

Has the education program the MicroGrant went
towards been completed?
Yes
No
On track to graduate

52.2%
8.7%
39.1%

Are you self-sufficient with your transportation? (Can
you get where you need to go when you need to without
relying on others?)
Yes
No

93.3%
6.7%

Is your transportation secure or sustainable in the long
run?
Yes
No

80.0%
20.0%
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Are you able to pay all of your bills?
Yes
No

50.0%
50.0%

How much more time do you get to spend with your
family?
Much more
Slightly more
Same
Slightly less
Much less

9.7%
6.5%
74.2%
9.7%
0.0%

Do you give back to your community more now than
before you received a MicroGrant?
Much more
Slightly more
Same
Slightly Less
Much Less

7.7%
16.9%
69.2%
6.2%
0.0%
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MICROGRANTS NEW NOMINATION QUESTIONS
Contact Information
 Date
 First Name - Middle Name - Last Name
 Address
 City - State - Zip - County
 Home Phone - Mobile Phone - Other Phone
 Email Address
 Emergency Contact Name
 Emergency Contact Phone
 Emergency Contact Email
Demographic Information
 Gender - Male/Female
 Birth Date
 Ethnicity
 Education Level
 Are you currently employed? Yes/No - If no, were you involved in full or part-time work in the
past year?
 Date Hired
 Current Employer
 Current Position
 Gross Annual Personal Income in 2011
 Estimated Gross Annual Personal Income in 2012
 Gross Annual Household Income in 2011
 Estimated Gross Annual Household Income in 2012
 Are you able to save money currently?
 Do you receive (check all that apply ):
- food stamps
- unemployment benefits
- childcare vouchers
- healthcare assistance
- rent assistance
- other
 How many people in your household are working (including yourself)?
 How many adults live in your household (including yourself)?
 Are you a single parent?
 Are you the primary income provider for your household?
 How many dependent children do you support (living with you or not)?
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Need of Nominated Individual
 Why do you need a MicroGrant?
 How will you use the grant money?
 What is your goal? What will this grant enable you to achieve?
 When do you hope to achieve this goal?
For a Transportation Grant (skip if not applicable):
If you are purchasing a vehicle, what research have you done on buying a car?
1.
Have you spoken with a mechanic?
2.
How do you plan on paying for automobile insurance?
If you are repairing an existing vehicle, what research have you done on your repairs?
1.
What is the blue book value of your car? What year was your car made?
2.
What repairs need to be done? How much do they cost?
3.
Have you spoken with multiple mechanics?
4.
How long did the mechanic estimate that these repairs will keep your car running?
For a Business Grant (skip if not applicable):
For an existing business, what is your business?
1. What is the outlook of your business? (E.g. working on expansion? struggling to stay
open?)
2· For a new business, what is your business?
3. Do you have a business plan?
For an Education or Job Training Grant (skip if not applicable):
 Have you ensured that the school or class you are attending is at an accredited institution?
 What will you do with your degree or training and how will it benefit you?
 How will you support yourself while you are in school?
 What month and year do you plan to graduate or finish your degree?
 What is the total cost to receive the degree or certificate?
For an Emergency (rent/bills/fees) Grant (skip if not applicable):
 How will you avoid needing emergency assistance (paying rent/bills/fees) in the future?
 Will emergency assistance help you in the long-term?
 Do you agree to be evaluated in the future about your progress toward self-sufficiency?
Agency Information
 Agency
 Agency Contact Name
 Agency Contact Phone
 Agency Contact Email
 How long have you known the nominee?
 Overall, how do you rate the applicants level of confidence and outlook (1-5)
 Any Comments or notes about the nominated individual?
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